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SCULPTURE TOUR 88
This exhibition marks the fifth edition of The University of Tennessee Campus Sculpture Tour. Each succeeding tour has grown in quality and scope, and this year it has attracted both national and Canadian participation. Now an annual event, the arrival of each new collection is greeted by our campus community and our visitors with increasing interest and appreciation. While the arrival of new works graphically reminds us of the power of outdoor sculpture to campus buildings like on new meanings and personalities as a new group of sculptures interacts in these places. This power to elevate and change our perceptions of our familiar daily environment, our walkways, plazas, and sculpture interacts in these places. This power to elevate and change our perceptions of our familiar daily environment, and to stretch our aesthetic research university. Each sculpture, in its own way, punctuates our campus with intriguing combinations of form, color, and content that sit and refresh our spirits above the distracting concerns of the day.

Many people made this exhibit possible. In particular, we are grateful to the artists and to our campus community for their support in the transportation and installation of the sculptures. The artists' generosity and trust in our ability to interpret their work is deeply appreciated. The Curator/Coordinator of the Sculpture Tour, Jack E. Reese, ably assisted by Mr. Dennis Peacock, Loyd Hulette, and Voyd Keck and all of the selected crew members who do the work, the Tour could neither function at its present level nor reach its present level nor reach for future possibilities.

The 5th Annual Sculpture Tour on the campus of the University of Tennessee, has placed twenty-six pieces of sculpture in the Knoxville landscape. With this many large outdoor works, each by a different artist, it is the spectator who does the designing. Without the help of Mike Sherrell, Francis Dyer, voyd Keck and all of the selected crew members who do the work, the Tour could neither function at its present level nor reach for future possibilities.

Dr. Jack E. Reese
Chancellor
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Monument to a Step Ladder
Painted Steel
height: 138"
Scheherazade
Painted Steel
Height: 41"  

Joe Mooney
2005 Lombard Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19146
(215) 546-2117

Triceratops
Painted Steel
Height: 84"  

John W. Parker
4800 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144
(215) 438-9136
Glory Seat
Mixed Media
height: 174"
Mac's Marker
Stainless Steel, Steel, Light
t height: 18'

Rod Strickland
139 Shepherd Street East
Windsor, Ontario
Canada, N9H 3K4
(519) 253-1892

Worcester House
Galvanized Steel
length: 52.7'

Martin Emanuel
1721 Hummingbird Lane
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
(404) 378-0241
Passage
Wood Laminate, Epoxy
length: 118”

Peter MacElwain
256 Arthur Street West
Guelph, Ontario
Canada N1E 4V8
(519) 821-1998

Totemic IX
Cast Bronze, Welded Aluminum
height: 78”

W. Glenn Phifer
Route #5, Box 750
Boone, North Carolina 28607
(704) 297-3783
Another Time Piece
Cast Concrete
height: 75"  

Dann Nardi
1701 East Taylor
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
(309) 662-0728

Sojourner
Concrete, Steel
length: 190"  

Dennis Whitcopf
207 Overland Drive
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
(606) 623-3154
Shelter
Marble, Steel
height: 48”

Horse Head
Steel
height: 54”

Lin S. Walker
813 Sanders Road
Knoxville, Tennessee 37923
(615) 694-8001

Michael F. Daugherty
5246 N. Chalet Court
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808
(504) 766-7959
Dreams or Fossils
Mixed Media
height: 120”

Bob Fetty
5507 John Anderson Highway
Flagler Beach, Florida 32038
(904) 439-2546

Eve
Cast Bronze
height: 65”

Norman J. Taylor
633 NW 52nd Street
Seattle, Washington 98107
(206) 789-4929
Phase Dance
Painted Steel
height: 189"

Al Keim
1010 Ray Avenue
Maryville, Tennessee 37801
(615) 982-9160

Receptional Gate Figure
Fir, Stainless Steel
height: 106"

Sherry Ann Edwards
314 Dogwood Drive
Boone, North Carolina 28607
(704) 264-1870
Activator
Aluminum
Length: 136"  

Walter C. Jackson
Post Office Box 893
New York, New York 10035
(212) 860-3675

Passage Through Pine
Steel, Wood
Height: 121"

Harold D. Van Houten
Route 3, Box 200 B
Eldrsville, Mississippi 38437
(601) 844-5833

* materials donated by the Aluminum Company of America
The Bride at 3 A.M.
Aluminum, Steel
height: 84" 

Jack Gron
119 Elam Park
Lexington, Kentucky 40503
(606) 277-0906

Sleep
Cement Concrete
height: 24" each

David Wilson
902 Luttrell Street
Knoxville, Tennessee 37917
(615) 673-0446
Shadow Catcher
CorTen Steel
length: 108"

James S. Gibson
1535 Foxdale Drive
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130
(615) 896-3446

Prentice’s Portal
Marble
height: 84"

Be Gardiner
Route #1, Box 72
Creston, North Carolina 28615
(919) 365-3691
Receptor Series
Stainless Steel
height: 78"

Philip Nichols
6930 Westland Drive
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919
(615) 588-5167

Armor Pierce
Steel, Bronze
height: 110"

Jim Buonaccorsi
5 Buyou Drive
Greenville, Rhode Island 02828
(401) 949-3626

* Recipient of the First Annual Purchase Award